BLOCK interference and BOOST sat signals
Guard

CBRS
35503700

New
Cell companies
take 5G band
O R I

New
Tapered C Band for Satellite

Altimeter
Radar Band

CALL
G I N A L
C
B A N D
NOW to
3700 Mhz Coming soon to a dish near you:
4200 Mhz
PRE-ORDER
Get the first
Tapered C band with 5G interference
5G blocking
Count on DAWNco for the newest FILTER
tapered C band
designs and best LNBs. Email DAWNco
TI Filters (expected
or visit us on Facebook for more info.
summer 2019)

Best
C-Band
BANDPASS
FILTERS
Terrestrial
Interference
(TI) blocking

DAWNco

C BAND
Shield

Get improved signal quality
readings on digital sat receivers.
Best gain compression, phase noise,
Block airport & marine radar and
stability. Prevent signal
Wimax signals before they
HIGH GAIN DISH
outages when outdoor
Big dish boosts signal quality
enter your LNB. Stop
temps change.
on desired channels
drop-outs and degraded
to fight interference
best C band LNB
sat reception. Pass
NARROW BEAM
Ask
±2 Khz stability
desired sat channels
Focus on 1 satellite
us about
CLNB20-PL02L
C-BANDPASSwith max-rejection
other sizes
meter
$299
WIMAX4
of adjacent sats
1.5m to 5.0m
HIGH GAIN Very precise
$299
in motorized or
aiming, perfect-align 8-petal
fixed configurations
stationary 4.2m dish for best-in4.2 meter STATIONARY
class C band gain of 43.5 dB.
#D42F48-8PC-6.6 $4998
Feed, LNB sold sep.

5G

4.2

PHONE 248-391-9200
EMAIL sales@DAWNco.com
WEB www.DAWNco.com

Special prices until May 31,’19 while QTYs last

High Performance
C BAND LNBs

SATfiber LINK Place your dish a
long distance away, and convert your
LNB signals to light using our fiber
transmitter and receiver units. Perfect
signal quality, lightning protection,
dish placement flexibility. Option:
ethernet monitoring of RF & optical
power
SATfiber 1LNB-on-1fiber
CALL for
TX+RX set $1699
SATfiber 6LNB-on-1fiber
TX+RX set $7700

system
design
help

SATﬁber

ADD NEW FEED TO OLD
DISH Specify dish make & size.
CALL FOR PRICE
tray holds
new feed

FEEDHORNS
Stationary 4-port C/Ku band,
FEED-4CK-ECON CALL
Motorized 2-port C/Ku band,
FEED-2CK-MOT $169
Motorized 4-port C/Ku band,
FEED-4CK-MOTHQ CALL

new struts
fit old dish

Special prices until May 31,’19 while QTYs last

pass Cable TV channels over long distances

using fiber. Feed Cable TV channels to one or many viewing locations
without using noisy RF amps. Perfect way to send TV channels within
building or campus environment.

Headend to 1 or more
viewing locations

TX+RX set
$2K

1-DISH RECEIVES 3-SATS
Retrofit for 3 adjacent satellite
reception. Kit with new struts
and 3 dual pole C feeds inside
tray. Specify dish make & size.
3-Beam RETROFIT Kit
starting at $1K Call for INFO

PHONE 248-391-9200
EMAIL sales@DAWNco.com
WEB www.DAWNco.com

LNBs via long
distance fiber

CATVfiber LINK

SATELLITE RECEIVER-DECODER Tuner
and decoder for satellite L band input.
Decoder for IP input. MPEG2 & H.264 with
4:2:0 profile, DVBS or DVB-S2, and QPSK or
8PSK. Output baseband A/V & ASI, plus SDI
& HD-SDI. Cross convert using a built-in
format converter. Embed 8 ch audio &
Dolby AC3. Call for INFO
MPEG2/4 Sat Receiver, #D5500-IRD
$1688

CATVﬁber

Cable TV via
long distance fiber
Headend

CALL
for
system
design
help

DIGITAL VIDEO VIA FIBER Pass
digital video, including embedded
audio. Distances up to 20 Km via
fiber. Pass 3G for 1080p, ASI, SDI,
& HDSDI. With RS485 control.
FDS1-D1TJ (TX+RX set) $990
great for
remote
camera

BEST FEEDHORN for
C band DISH
Stationary 2-port
C band feedhorn
FEED-2CA $155

FIBER OPTIC CABLE
Factory connectorized,
pull-it-yourself reel,
waterproof protective
pulling eye for easy pull.
Say No of fibers & length
CALL FOR
BEST PRICE

BLOCK interference and BOOST sat signals

DAWNco

C BAND

3.7

meter

C gain 42.3 dB
4 petal aluminum

4.2

meter

Shield
5G

C gain 43.5 dB
8 petal aluminum

3.7 METER STATIONARY
#D37F48-4PC-5.5
$2299
Most popular size and model.
Simple 4 petal design. Reliable C
band reception, for an economical
price. Mount onto in-ground 5.5"
OD pipe. Feed, LNB, wire sold sep.

4.2 METER STATIONARY
#D42F48-8PC-6.6
$4998
Lowest-cost high-gain stationary
dish. For finicky programs that
need high-gain & high-rejection of
adjacent satellite interference.
Feed, LNB, wire sold sep.

3.7 METER MOTORIZED
#D37PMD60-4PC-5.5
$3899
Standard-gain motorized dish for a
good price. Dual axis 2-motor
mount for perfect aiming toward
any C or Ku satellite. Feed, LNB,
wire and controller sold sep.

4.2 METER MOTORIZED
#D42PMD60-8PC-6.6
$6998
Lowest-cost high-gain motorized
dish. Dual axis 2-motor mount for
perfect aiming toward any C or Ku
satellite. Feed, LNB, wire &
controller sold sep.

Big Dishes solve ALL sat reception problems!

5.0

meter

C gain 44.3 dB
FLA hurricane rated
194 mph survival
8 petal aluminum

5m dish Pictured with
optional Galv & backside
electric heater & black
insulative back cover.

7.5

meter

C gain 47.9 dB
20 petal alum
Big 6.3 or 7.5m FIXED or
MOTORIZED, #CH63 or
#CH75 CALL for Price

5.0 METER STATIONARY
#D50FAE-GIB-8PC
Option: 4.5 meter
$8998
Strong dish to receive important
programs from one satellite. Maxgain & max-rejection of adjacentsat interference. Feed, LNB, wire
sold sep.

This big strong dish will give
you the best gain, for great
satellite reception no matter
what your location.

5.0 METER MOTORIZED includes
#D50MAE-GIB-8PC
controller
$14,998
Option: 4.5 meter
Highest gain sat antenna with 50
position controller, moves to any
C or Ku sat. Strong motorized
AZ/EL mount for hi-wind usage.
Feed, LNB, wire sold sep.

D18F-4PC-NPRM
$944 SMALL DISH
Stationary prime focus
1.8 meter satellite antenna and builtin non-penetrating roof mount tray
for quick installation using cement
blocks. Ku band gain is 45.6 dB.

REPAIR PARTS-CONTROLLER-MOTOR
Position controller with 50 positions, for fast
movement to desired satellite. Motors &
linear actuator arms for all dish makes.
24 inch actuator/motor, ACT2400 CALL
36 inch actuator/motor, ACT3600 CALL
1-axis controller, CONTROL-1500A CALL
2-axis controller, CONTROL-2000A CALL

PHONE 248-391-9200
EMAIL sales@DAWNco.com
WEB www.DAWNco.com
Special prices until May 31,’19 while QTYs last

MOUNT TO HOLD DISH Choose the
basestand to bolt antenna to a steel or
cement surface. Non-penetrating mount
to roof mount an antenna, using weight
of cement blocks to hold dish in place.
Basestand with 5.5" OD pipe CALL
Basestand with 6.6" OD pipe CALL
NonPen roof mount for 2.4m dish $699
NonPen roof mount for 3.7m dish $2K
NonPen mount for 5.0m dish CALL

tra

save ex

#D37MAES-4PC
3.7m MOTORIZED

$8,099

$500

efore
order b 9
5/31/1
AES

4 petal
fast ship

#D37M

Dual-axis
AZ-EL
2-motor
drive for
perfect
peaking

Other sizes in motorized
or fixed configurations.
See page 3 for more.

Includes
controller,
sensors and
2 motors

Economical MOTORIZED AZ/EL
3.7 meter sat antenna
Most popular 3.7m sized dish, 42.3 dB C
band gain, true azimuth over elevation
dual axis motorization with 50 position
controller, moves to any C or Ku sat.
Base pipe, feed, LNB, wire sold separately.

PHONE 248-391-9200
EMAIL sales@DAWNco.com
WEB www.DAWNco.com
Special prices until May 31,’19 while QTYs last

BLOCK interference and BOOST sat signals

Our top LNBs provide improved signal quality on digital satellite receivers.
Best gain compression, phase noise, stability. Prevent signal-drops when
outdoor temps change. High Performance LNBs
Best
Best C Band LNB ±2 Khz,
Best Ku LNB ±5 Khz,
C-Band
CLNB20-PL02L $299
KLNB.7-PL05 $319
BANDPASS
3.7 meter
FILTERS
STATIONARY
#D37F48-4PC-5.5
Terrestrial (TI)

$2299

Interference blocking

Most popular 3.7m dish
for C band gain of 42.3 dB.
4-petal aluminum.
Feed, LNB sold
separately.

3.7

meter

DAWNco

C BAND
Shield

Block airport & marine radar
and Wimax signals before
they enter your LNB. Stop
drop-outs and degraded sat
reception. Pass desired
satellite channels

5G

C-BANDPASS-WIMAX4
Ask us about
LIGHTNING
$299
other sizes from
SURGE SUPPRESSOR
1.5 to 5.0 meter
CALL to PRE-ORDER
Stop lightning surge
in motorized
Get first 5G blocking
on signal cable from
or fixed
tapered C band TI
damaging equipment.
configurations.
Filters (expected
Can take multiple hits,
See page 3
summer 2019)
$177
for more.
with no need for reseting
LNB-Zap-Stop

SUPER-LOW-LOSS SIGNAL CABLE Choose the best signal
cable based on distance to dish.
DAWNflex 300ft to 500ft
DAWNflex cable $1.39 per ft
SATfiber link from 500ft to 50 miles
SATfiber link shown on page 2

SAT-METER TO AIM DISH &
TROUBLE-SHOOT Boost signal
quality several dB using meter
to peak dishes. See satellite
names, plus precise C/N &
signal level feedback for every
adjustment. Powers LNB.
FLEXtest + VSAT module $758
Option: Add cable TV/OffAir module & case
DIVINSUP
$259
SIGNAL SPLITTER & POWER FOR LNBs Boost
signal levels. All signal wires go into this amplified
splitter. 1 LNB can feed signals to 9 receivers, or 2
LNBs each feed 5 receivers. 18 vdc power to LNBs.
LNB POWER SUPPLY insert
18v dc power via coax cable
for 1 or 2 LNBs DCP7A $99
HEATsat stops snow
outages using sensors for
precipitation and temp,
HEATsat
to turn on heat elements
bonded to dish backside.
Tell us dish size/make.
HEATsat-half for 3.0m $2400 • Other sizes: CALL

COVERsat will block
snow pile-ups and keep
your signals strong. Uses
gravity and a steep
surface for simple cost3.7m COVERsat $555 effective protection. Tell
4.5m COVERsat CALL us your dish size & make.

COVERsat

